Perceiving emotion from multiple modalities enhances the perceptual sensitivity of an individual. This allows more accurate judgments of others' emotional states, which is crucial to appropriate social interactions. It is known that body expressions effectively convey emotional messages, although fewer studies have examined how this information is combined with the auditory cues. The present study used event-related potentials (ERP) to investigate the interaction between emotional body expressions and vocalizations. We also examined emotional congruency between auditory and visual information to determine how preceding visual context influences later auditory processing. Consistent with prior findings, a reduced N1 amplitude was observed in the audiovisual condition compared to an auditoryonly condition. While this component was not sensitive to the modality congruency, the P2 was sensitive to the emotionally incompatible audiovisual pairs. Further, the direction of these congruency effects was different in terms of facilitation or suppression based on the preceding contexts. Overall, the results indicate a functionally dissociated mechanism underlying two stages of emotional processing whereby N1 is involved in cross-modal processing, whereas P2 is related to assessing a unifying perceptual content. These data also indicate that emotion integration can be affected by the specific emotion that is presented.
a b s t r a c t
Perceiving emotion from multiple modalities enhances the perceptual sensitivity of an individual. This allows more accurate judgments of others' emotional states, which is crucial to appropriate social interactions. It is known that body expressions effectively convey emotional messages, although fewer studies have examined how this information is combined with the auditory cues. The present study used event-related potentials (ERP) to investigate the interaction between emotional body expressions and vocalizations. We also examined emotional congruency between auditory and visual information to determine how preceding visual context influences later auditory processing. Consistent with prior findings, a reduced N1 amplitude was observed in the audiovisual condition compared to an auditoryonly condition. While this component was not sensitive to the modality congruency, the P2 was sensitive to the emotionally incompatible audiovisual pairs. Further, the direction of these congruency effects was different in terms of facilitation or suppression based on the preceding contexts. Overall, the results indicate a functionally dissociated mechanism underlying two stages of emotional processing whereby N1 is involved in cross-modal processing, whereas P2 is related to assessing a unifying perceptual content. These data also indicate that emotion integration can be affected by the specific emotion that is presented.
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Introduction
In our daily life, the perception of others' emotions gives us a good insight into their dispositions and allows us to anticipate suitable responses during complex dynamic social interactions. Emotions are typically expressed through different sensory modalities (e.g., faces and bodies, or vocalization). The combination of multiple emotional cues can be particularly useful in making a more accurate and rapid detection and discrimination of emotional content (de Gelder and Vroomen, 2000; Massaro and Egan, 1996; Van den Stock et al., 2007) . This is advantageous in life when information from one modality is unclear (Collignon et al., 2008) . For instance, the affective prosody in someone's voice can help us disambiguate the emotional expression of their body posture when this is partially occluded in a crowded room. In order to understand how we process emotions, it is essential to elucidate how emotional information from multiple modalities can be unified into a coherent percept. It is for this reason that this study will investigate how auditory and visual information from voices and bodies are jointly processed.
Body postures are often essential visual cues that convey reliable emotional content (for a review, see, e.g., de Gelder (2006)). One such circumstance is when attending to distal events, prior to the ability to see an emotional expression displayed on a face. Thus, body expressions provide important complementary emotional information in our daily life (de Gelder, 2009 ). Electrophysiological (EEG/ERP) data has provided evidence that the processing of emotional information from the body occurs at an early stage of visual processing at approximately 100 ms (Stekelenburg and de Gelder, 2004; van Heijnsbergen et al., 2007) . How our bodily expressions interact with other social cues, such as those from the voice, illustrates a further challenging issue. To date, only a few studies on emotion perception have focused on the body and the voice (Jessen and Kotz, 2011; Jessen et al., 2012; Van den Stock et al., 2007) . Recently, Jessen and colleagues (Jessen and Kotz, 2011; Jessen et al., 2012) used ERPs to examine neural mechanisms underlying the interaction of emotional perceptions from body expressions and affective interjections. This investigation reported a decrease in N1 amplitude in the bimodal condition compared to an auditory-only condition. The auditory N1 is usually reported at around 100 ms after the sound onset and it has shown sensitivity to sensory information such as intensity or frequency (e.g., Naatanen and Picton (1987) and Naatanen et al. (1988) 
